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CHOOSE THE BEST FOR YOUR SHOOTING NEEDS

From competitive and shooting sports enthusiasts, to those who use our products for personal protection, for more than 55 years our goal has been simple: offer innovative products with the best quality, functionality and ease of use.

Our shooting gear catalog represents some of the most renowned brands in the shooting industry with products offering both outstanding performance and reliability. These brands have long set the standard for innovation and quality within the shooting sports and personal defense markets. As you peruse these pages, you will find a wide selection of new products and classic mainstays - all designed to meet, and even exceed, your shooting needs.
For more than 60 years, time-honored tradition, handcrafted workmanship, and quality have always been hallmarks of the Bianchi® brand. From the early days in 1958 when John Bianchi built his first leather holster in his garage to present day, the focus remains on design, function, security and comfort to provide our customers with the best combination of innovative time-tested designs.
The Bianchi® Allusion™ series offers the beauty of leather and the fit and feel of a rigid laminate holster, allowing for formed features such as the retention detent in the trigger guard area for enhanced security, and a holster that stays open when worn in the waistband.

Premium grade, vegetable tanned cowhide has an unmistakable look and feel, and ages beautifully. Our hand-rubbed natural oil finish gives our holsters a lustrous look and distinctive leather scent. These timeless luxuries, combined with the benefit of a sturdy, thermoformed synthetic offers increased rigidity and a quick and seamless draw for quite possibly, the perfect holster.

Each holster is thermoformed and molded using special tooling and forming machines. Our proprietary blend of adheres securely bonds the leather to the synthetic material during the laminate process. Handcrafted features remain, such as our border stitching using our special lockstitch machines.

Allusion construction lets us build in other technological advances, including anti-bacterial mesh to defeat the challenges of IWB holsters’ lack of comfort due to hotspots, sweat created by body contact heat and sweat/bacteria buildup. This natural chemical reaction can cause a material breakdown in some leather holsters.

The perfect combination of traditional quality and cutting edge technology for good looks and optimum performance.

ANATOMY OF AN ALLUSION™ HOLSTER

- Premium grade, hand-selected, full grain vegetable tanned cowhide finished with a lustrous leather dressing
- Thermoformed retention detent
- Anti-bacterial nanotechnology and anti-microbial low density closed-cell foam repels absorption of sweat
- High-quality rigid thermoformed material thin and lightweight
- Anti-bacterial/microbial spacer mesh allows airflow for moisture and heat dissipation

Bianchi offers a selection of Allusion belt slide and inside waistband designs. See pages 4, 9 and 11.
BELT SLIDE HOLSTERS

**REVEAL™**
140
- Premium full grain leather exterior with a laminate synthetic liner for a smooth draw and long lasting wear
- Specifically designed to fit handguns with gun mounted lights
- Thumb break strap and trigger guard detent for enhanced firearm retention
- Low-profile, contoured body-hugging design
- Dual belt slots fit up to 1.5” (38mm) belts for better, tighter fit with belt
- Available in Plain Tan, Plain Black, Basketweave Tan or Basketweave Black finish

**ASSENT™**
126
- Premium full grain leather exterior with a laminate synthetic liner for a smooth draw and long lasting wear
- Open-top design for quick draw and easy re-holster
- Trigger guard detent for enhanced firearm retention
- Holster covers muzzle of gun, protecting handgun and clothing
- Low-profile, contoured body hugging design
- Dual belt loops fit 1.5” (38mm) belt widths
- Available in Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

**CONFIDENTIAL™**
131
- Premium full grain leather exterior with a laminate synthetic liner for a smooth draw and long lasting wear
- Thumb break strap and trigger guard detent for enhanced firearm retention
- Holster covers muzzle of gun, protecting handgun and clothing
- Low-profile, contoured body hugging design
- Dual belt loops fit 1.5” (38mm) belt widths
- Available in Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

For light-mounted handguns
SERPENT™
56
- Reinforced, rectangular thumb snap for quick snap release and to help guard against strap falling into trigger guard when re-holstering
- Deeply molded contours on front of holster for fit and classic good looks
- Dual belt slots fit up to 1.5” (38mm) belts for tighter fit with belt
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

REMEDIY™
57
- Open-top for quick access and draw
- Deeply molded contours on front of holster for fit and classic good looks
- Low-profile, hi-ride design effectively conceals firearm with minimal bulk
- Dual belt slots fit up to 1.5” (38mm) belts for tighter fit with belt
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

P.I.™
58
- Open-top for quick access and draw with a low-profile, compact design
- Heavy 30° cant for SOB (small of back) or rear hip carry
- All molding to the front of the holster, providing more comfortable fit for wearer
- Low-profile ultra hi-ride design effectively conceals firearm with minimal bulk
- Dual belt slots fit up to 1.5” (38mm) belts for tighter fit with belt
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish
CARRYLOK™

- Provides the speed of an open-top holster with the security of Auto Retention, which retains gun upon holstering
- FingerLok™ retention mechanism secures pistol by the trigger guard upon inserting the handgun in the holster; depress lever to draw
- Features stay-open design for efficient one-handed holstering
- 16° butt forward carry
- Fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt widths
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

VENOM™

- Slim profile and compact design in a full-sized holster
- Rear belt slot pulls holster close to body for excellent concealability
- Open muzzle design allows various barrel lengths
- Contour-molded for exact gun fit
- Fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt widths
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

MINIMALIST™ WITH SLOTS

- A compact, open-top design ideal for daily wear
- Features elastic loop retainer tab for secure retention
- Belt slide design provides excellent stability for handgun
- Slots designed to pull firearm in close to the hips for optimum concealment
- Suede lining
- Fits belt widths up to 1.75” (45mm)
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

PIRANHA™

- Unique, low-cut front provides user with a swift draw stroke
- 15° strongside cant
- Three-slot design allows custom adjustment for user preference; features both strongside and cross draw carry
- Fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt widths
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish
SAFARILAND.COM/BIANCHI

PREVADER™
4585
- Reinforced open-top design stays open for efficient one-handed reholstering
- Pinch® Retention Device (PRD®) enhances firearm retention by gripping the pistol’s trigger guard
- Durable trilaminate construction with ballistic weave exterior, closed-cell foam center and nylon pack cloth lining for a smooth draw
- Dual snap belt loop for easy on/off access fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt widths
- Available in Black

BLACK WIDOW™
5
- Ultra hi-rise carry and thumb snap closure
- Compact profile for excellent concealability
- Dual belt slots for superior stability
- Open muzzle design allows various barrel lengths
- Fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt widths
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

LIGHTNIN’®
55L
- Designed specifically for hammerless revolvers
- Finger-snap strap crosses behind trigger guard for a middle finger release
- Fully suede lined
- Rides high and close to the body for maximum comfort and concealability
- Fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt width
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

SHADOW® II
7
- Ultra hi-rise for excellent concealability
- Three-slot design allows user to vary the carry angle for his/her preference
- Strongside or cross draw carry, open muzzle design
- Molded and pre-curved to fit the body for maximum comfort
- Fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt widths
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

FOLDAWAY™
101
- Minimalist design fits many different gun models
- Design catches and holds trigger guard to help keep weapon secure and stable
- Can be folded away flat onto the belt when not in use
- Keeps firearm as close to the body as possible without being an IWB holster
- Fits 1.5” (38mm) belt widths
- Also available in a combo pack which includes both Plain Tan and Plain Black holsters
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish
#X15® SHOULDER HOLSTER

- Dual spring closure provides firearm retention and stability
- Half lined with full grain leather for a smooth draw
- Detachable retainer strap
- Fully adjustable soft leather harness that fits up to a 48” chest, 52” (128cm) harness available separately
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

AGENT™ X16

- Crafted from premium full grain cowhide, hand-boned for a precise fit
- Featherweight, slimline design for all day comfort and concealability
- Offered with either a contour-molded magazine pouch or a low-profile speedloader panel
- X-style pivoting harness design moves with body
- Includes two suede leather tie-downs to secure holster and offside pouch to belt
- Offered for both revolvers and semiautos
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

AGENT™ ACCESSORIES

- X16A Double Magazine Pouch
- X16R Speedloader Panel
- X16T Tie-Down Accessory
- X16P Offside Accessory Panel
INSIDE WAISTBAND HOLSTERS

**SUPPRESSION™**
135
- Premium full grain leather exterior with a synthetic liner for a smooth draw and long lasting wear
- Dual tuckable J-Hook provides strong attachment to belt while minimizing visibility on belt’s exterior
- Anti-bacterial and anti-microbial foam padding on inside liner of leather backing to prevent germs and odor from accumulating
- Padded and breathable liner against the body provides added comfort and better ventilation
- Slight detent in trigger guard for enhanced firearm retention
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

**SUBVERSION™ IWB**
155
- Premium full grain leather exterior with a laminate synthetic liner for a smooth draw and long lasting wear
- Belt retention strap wraps under belt and offers adjustability for cant
- Anti-bacterial and anti-microbial foam padding on inside liner of leather backing to help prevent germs and odor from accumulating against the body
- Padded liner provides added comfort not normally found on bare leather designs
- Slight detent in trigger guard for enhanced handgun retention
- Fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt widths
- Available in Plain Black finish

**SUPDUE™ IWB**
145
- Premium full grain leather exterior with a laminate synthetic liner for a smooth draw and long lasting wear
- Heavy-duty spring-steel belt clip securely anchors holster to belt or trousers
- Anti-bacterial and anti-microbial foam padding on inside liner of leather backing to prevent germs and odor from accumulating against the body
- Padded liner provides added comfort not normally found on bare leather designs
- Slight detent in trigger guard for enhanced firearm retention
- Fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt widths

**PROFESSIONAL™**
100
- Deep concealment design with high back to comfortably shield torso against gun's rough edges
- Features a non-slip suede-lined exterior next to body
- Rides at optimum angle inside waistband to ensure proper firing grip
- Heavy-duty spring-steel belt clip securely anchors holster to belt or trousers
- Fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt widths
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish
INSIDE WAISTBAND HOLSTERS

NEW

AMBI WAISTBAND HOLSTER
6A
- Ambidextrous for both IWB and OWB carry
- Removable Adjust-A-Break™ thumb break provides adjustability
- Strongside or crossdraw
- Ultra-thin, lightweight suede construction
- Heavy-duty 1.75” (45mm) clip keeps holster securely in place
- Available in Tan or Black suede leather

WAISTBAND
6
- Tucked
- Suede
- Light
- Strongside
- Inside
- Ambidextrous

WAISTBAND TUCKABLE
6T
- Tuckable design, worn inside the waistband
- Ultra-thin profile provides optimum concealment
- J-Hook attachment provides strong belt retention on holster while minimizing its visibility
- Fits up to 1.5” (38mm) belt widths
- Available in Russet Suede and Black leather, Plain finish

ATB™ WAISTBAND
6D
- Inside waistband design provides comfort and concealability
- Thumb break design for those who prefer more security in an IWB holster
- Adjust-A-Break™ thumb break provides adjustability for a variety of gun models
- Ultra-thin and lightweight suede design for concealability
- Strongside or cross draw
- Heavy-duty 1.75” (45mm) clip keeps holster securely in place
- Available in Russet Suede finish

PISTOL POCKET®
3S
- Inside the waistband with dual snap attachment to belt
- Fully adjustable swivel offers various carry options
- Open muzzle design
- Thumb break design for those who prefer more security in an IWB holster
- Can be worn both strongside and cross draw
- 1.75” (45mm) belt loop
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

SAFARILAND.COM • 800.347.1200
NEGOTIATOR™ ANKLE HOLSTER
150
- Neoprene leg strap expands to fit comfortably around leg
- Lined with genuine sheepskin for comfort and breathability
- 2” adjustable elastic leg strap secures and keeps holster in place
- Holster is canted for ease of draw
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Black finish

NEGOTIATOR™ ANKLE HOLSTER WITH 3” STRAP
150L
- Same product features and benefits as 150 except with 3” extended leg strap

POCKET PIECE™
152
- Full grain leather interior for a smooth draw
- Vertical assist finger pad to facilitate removing gun from holster
- Dual pocket hooks to help prevent holster movement when drawing
- Model-specific design for better fit
- Available in full grain leather, rough side out to help grip clothing
**BIANCHI® ACCUMOLD®**

What sets AccuMold® apart from other synthetic products is a Bianchi developed method of molding to contour the laminate to the exact shape of the equipment it will carry. Simply put, they look better and work better.

Our trilamine construction comprises a ballistic weave fabric exterior with a high density, closed-cell foam center and a smooth Coptex™ knit lining. This provides a long-lasting, durable product with excellent protective qualities.

Holster belt loops feature our unique heavy-duty Quick-Slide™ injection-molded polymer belt loop. Once positioned on your belt, it’s there to stay … until you deliberately move or remove it.

We put the same amount of planning and innovation into designing our AccuMold accessories. Take, for example, our single-column magazine pouches. Unlike conventional magazine pouches, which expand only on the front side, AccuMold pouch cavities expand both front and rear, which makes for a snugger fit, a trimmer look, and less strain on the equipment. We employ the same design principle on all our accessory pouches, which, like the magazine pouches, expand to accommodate their bulkier contents.

All these small details add up to make Bianchi AccuMold the product to which all others are compared.

**KEY BENEFITS**

- Lightweight – almost 50% lighter than leather
- Offers the fit and function of leather at the price of nylon
- Washes easily with soap and water
- Thermo-molding keeps the holster or pouch open, allowing the user to replace the handgun or accessory using only one hand
- Durable quality for season after season of use
- Ballistic weave exterior for excellent abrasion resistance
- Contour-molded to fit the equipment it will carry

**ACCUMOLD® THUMBSNAP 7001**

- Suitable for both outdoor and concealment applications, this holster rides at a 10-13° cant for a fast, instinctive draw
- Thumb snap design incorporates the Bianchi® Adjust-A-Strap™ feature to ensure a secure fit over the hammer
- Contour-molded high-density trilamine construction for an exacting fit
- Coptex™ 100% polyknit inner lining for a smooth draw
- 1.75” (45mm) injection-molded belt slot
- Available in Black Ballistic Weave finish
ACCUMOLD® SPORTING HOLSTER
7000
- Ideal for field, hunting and concealment carry
- Contour-molded high-density tri-laminate construction for an exacting fit
- Hi-ride carry with closed muzzle and 10° forward cant that aids in both comfort and presentation
- Unique Coptex™ polyknit lining for a smooth draw
- Sleek front strap closure incorporates Adjust-A-Strap™ feature to ensure a secure fit over the hammer
- 1.75” (45mm) injection-molded belt slot
- Available in Black Ballistic Weave finish

ACCUMOLD® SINGLE MAGAZINE POUCH
7303
- Hook & loop closure
- 4 sizes
- Dual web belt loop fits up to a 2.25” (58mm) belt width

ACCUMOLD® DOUBLE MAGAZINE POUCH
7302
- Injection-molded belt loop for horizontal or vertical carry
- Hook & loop closure
- 4 sizes
- Fits up to a 2.25” (58mm) belt width

PATROLTEK™ BELT
7201
- Four-part laminate for long-lasting shape and exceptional durability
- Hook & loop closure for quick on/off ease
- Firm polyethylene center strip sandwiched between a high-density foam, with a ballistic weave outer and a durable nylon lining
- 1.75” (45mm) belt width
- Available in Black Ballistic Weave finish

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR THE ENTIRE LINE OF ACCUMOLD ACCESSORIES.
Wide belt loop provides stable carry close to the body; hi-ride for maximum comfort and concealability.

Integral thumb snap enhances handgun retention.

Fold over belt loop fits 1.75” (45mm) to 2.25” (58mm) belts.

Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish.

Features integral thumb snap closure

Hi-ride carry, open muzzle design

Full suede lining

2"-3" holsters fit 1.75” (45mm) belt slots

4" and larger holsters include 1.75” (45mm) and 2.25” (58mm) belt slots

Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

Western style, front strap closure; fits single-action revolvers

Hi-ride carry, open muzzle design

Full suede lining

Fold over belt loop fits 1.75” (45mm) to 2.25” (58mm) belts

Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

Features integral thumb snap closure

Hi-ride carry, open muzzle design

Full suede lining

2"-3" holsters fit 1.75” (45mm) belt slots

4" and larger holsters include 1.75” (45mm) and 2.25” (58mm) belt slots

Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

Western style, front strap closure; fits single-action revolvers

Hi-ride carry, open muzzle design

Full suede lining

Fold over belt loop fits 1.75” (45mm) to 2.25” (58mm) belts

Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

Features integral thumb snap closure

Hi-ride carry, open muzzle design

Full suede lining

2"-3" holsters fit 1.75” (45mm) belt slots

4" and larger holsters include 1.75” (45mm) and 2.25” (58mm) belt slots

Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

Features integral thumb snap closure

Hi-ride carry, open muzzle design

Full suede lining

2"-3" holsters fit 1.75” (45mm) belt slots

4" and larger holsters include 1.75” (45mm) and 2.25” (58mm) belt slots

Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

Features integral thumb snap closure

Hi-ride carry, open muzzle design

Full suede lining

2"-3" holsters fit 1.75” (45mm) belt slots

4" and larger holsters include 1.75” (45mm) and 2.25” (58mm) belt slots

Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish
RANGER BELT
B4
- Full grain leather, unlined
- Popular Western billet design
- Solid brass buckle
- 1.75" (45mm) width
- Plain Tan or Basket Tan finish

FANCY STITCHED BELT
B9/B12
- Full grain leather with natural oil tan finish reverses to suede
- Reversible, with fancy stitch design
- Solid brass buckle
- Plain Tan or Plain Black finish
  B9 1.75" (45mm) width
  B12 1.5" (38mm) width

PROFESSIONAL™ BELT
B28/B29
- Premium full grain leather, oil tanned to a rich, lustrous finish
- Solid brass buckle on tan; chrome plated brass on black belt
- Specify exact waist size when ordering
- Available in Plain Tan or Plain Black finish
  B28 1.25" (32mm) width
  B29 1.5" (38mm) width

OPEN TOP MAGAZINE POUCH
20A
- Heavy-duty, spring-steel clip
- Quick and compact
- Fits belts up to 1.75" (45mm)
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

OPEN TOP MAGAZINE POUCH
21
- IWB design
- Dual belt loop straps secure pouch to belt
- Can be angled for right or left hand carry
- Fits up to 1.75" (45mm) belts
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan finish

MAG/CUFF PADDLE
45
- Paddle adjustable for carry height and angle
- Provides easy one-handed draw for handcuffs
- Fits standard, oversized and hinged handcuffs
- Available in full grain leather, Plain Tan or Plain Black finish

SPEED STRIPS™
580
- The original design, developed by John Bianchi as a compact loading device for revolvers
- Speed Strips™ fit in most single mag/knife pouches and trouser or shirt pockets
- Injection-molded from a flexible urethane material; holds six rounds and loads two at a time
- Available for .38/.357 and .44/.45 caliber
Revisit the handcrafted glory of the Old West with our line of cowboy gear and enjoy the quality of our world-famous genuine leather holsters and belts. We use only premium grade, full grain, vegetable tanned cowhide – the highest quality, most expensive leather. Developed and used by the world-class shooters of Team Bianchi, this is authentic cowboy gear that was designed to perform both in and out of the arena. Above all, it carries the legendary name Bianchi® and is designed and produced in America.

**COMPETITION**

Cowboy Action Shooting continues to be one of the fastest growing outdoor shooting sports in the country, bringing together shooters from around the world for a variety of competitions. Our Team Bianchi shooter, Kenda Lenseigne, is one of the top athletes in the mounted shooting discipline. Kenda holds 13 world records and is a five-time CMSA World Point Champion.

These competitions are held in regional matches that test accuracy, speed, reloading, and sometimes even best costume (most Single Action Shooting Society (SASS) events heavily encourage western cowboy wear). Several events mirror their more mainstream counterparts, such as cowboy 3-Gun but others, such as quick draw competitions sponsored by the Cowboy Fast Draw Association (CFDA) and mounted shooting events, led by the Cowboy Mounted Shooting Association (CMSA), are purely Cowboy Action Shooting in nature.

**HONDO™**
- Designed for mounted shooting with a hidden stainless tension adjustment to provide a customized, smooth draw.
- Belt loop adjusts 35° forward and rearward for cant customization and personalized draw.
- Holster is reinforced with corrosion-resistant steel and well area is double stitched with heavy nylon thread for added strength.
- Suede lining in holster and belt for better grip while riding.
- Adjustable for cross draw carry.
- Belt is fancy stitched and padded for comfort, and is 2.25" (58mm) wide with tapered ends.
- Premium grade full grain cowhide; available in Chestnut Tan or Plain Black finish.

**CALIFORNIA OUTLAW™**
- Smooth, full grain leather lining in holster for a quicker draw.
- Hidden tension adjustment to provide a customized, smooth draw.
- Suede lined belt is 2.25" (58mm) wide with billet ends; choose cartridge loops for .38 or .45 Long Colt.
- Cross draw holster is available as an optional second holster; order California Outlaw™ CD Holster.
- Premium grade full grain cowhide; available in Chestnut Tan or Plain Black finish.

**TEXAS OUTLAW™**
- Classic drop loop-style cowboy rig with suede lined belt and steel lined holster.
- Smooth leather lined for a rapid draw.
- Reinforced with rawhide to hold the holster open with a flared top for faster, instinctive re-holstering.
- Belt is 3" (76mm) wide with billet ends; choose cartridge loops for .38 or .45 Long Colt.
- Cross draw holster is available as an optional second holster; order Texas Outlaw™ CD Holster.
- Premium grade full grain cowhide; available in Chestnut Tan or Plain Black finish.
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**CLEARWATER™**
- Designed specifically for the Colt 1911 series of pistols
- Holster and belt feature a smooth, full grain leather lining for a quicker draw and sturdiness on the hip
- Multi-angle belt loop for customized strongside and cross draw carry
- Hidden stainless tension adjustment for a customized, smooth draw
- Belt loop adjusts 35° forward and rearward for cant customization and personalized draw
- Belt is 2.25” (58mm) wide with tapered ends
- Select a second Clearwater holster to use as cross draw or for use as dual strongside holster
- Premium grade full grain cowhide; available in Chestnut Tan or Plain Black finish

**HONDITO™ BELT**
- Designed for mounted shooting and at proper width for use with Kenda Lenseigne holsters
- Adjustable for cross draw carry
- Belt is fancy-stitched and padded for comfort, and is 2” (50.8mm) wide with tapered ends
- Premium grade full grain cowhide; available in Chestnut Tan or Plain Black finish

**WILD CLEARWATER™**
- Designed specifically for the Colt 1911 series of pistols
- Holster and belt feature a smooth, full grain leather lining for a quicker draw and sturdiness on the hip
- Multi-angle belt loop for customized strongside and cross draw carry
- Hidden stainless tension adjustment for a customized, smooth draw
- Belt loop adjusts 35° forward and rearward for cant customization and personalized draw
- Belt is 2.25” (58mm) wide with tapered ends
- Select a second Wild Clearwater holster to use as cross draw or for use as dual strongside holster
- Premium grade full grain cowhide; available in Chestnut Tan or Plain Black finish

**WILD CLEARWATER™ DUAL MAGAZINE POUCH**
- Double stitched welt with heavy nylon thread for extra strength
- Specifically designed for use with two 1911-style magazines
- Available in Chestnut Tan with white stitching or Plain Black with black stitching

**DUAL MAGAZINE POUCH**
- Double stitched welt with heavy nylon thread for extra strength
- Specifically designed for use with two 1911-style magazines
- Available in Chestnut Tan with white stitching or Plain Black with black stitching
The Kenda Lenseigne Signature Series, is a collaboration between world renowned mounted shooter Kenda Lenseigne and the Bianchi Cowboy Team. In her role as a Team Bianchi shooter, she helped design the Signature Series from the ground up as performance-focused mounted rigs, incorporating features that shooters need including correct cross draw and strongside cant, as well as a proper cut for the high waist wear that mounted shooters routinely use.

**SMOKECHASER™**
- Designed for mounted shooting with a hidden tension adjustment to provide a customized smooth draw and a weight lifter style elongated back for support
- Strongside holster provides 10° cant, cross draw 20°
- Holster is reinforced with corrosion-resistant steel and welt area is double stitched with heavy nylon thread for added strength
- Suede lining in holster and belt for better grip while riding and performing in matches
- Two-piece 2” wide belt available in either straight or 1.5” drop design
- Full grain floral embossed cowhide with snake pattern lambskin insert; available in Black or Cognac finish

**PATH BLAZER™**
- Designed for mounted shooting with a hidden tension adjustment to provide a customized smooth draw and a weight lifter style elongated back for support
- Strongside holster provides 10° cant, cross draw 20°
- Holster is reinforced with corrosion-resistant steel and welt area is double stitched with heavy nylon thread for added strength
- Suede lining in holster and belt for better grip while riding and performing in matches
- Two-piece 2” wide belt available in either straight or 1.5” drop design
- Premium grade full grain cowhide with basketweave insert; available in Chestnut Tan or Black finish

**TEAM BIANCHI MEMBER**

**KENDA LENSEIGNE**
- 13 world records
- 5-Time Overall CMSA World Champion - the only woman in the sport to accomplish this and beat all the men
- 5-Time CMSA Overall National Champion
- E-Time CMSA World Point Champion Cowgirl
- 2015 CMSA Hall of Fame Inductee
GETAWAY™
- Designed for mounted shooting with a hidden tension adjustment to provide a customized smooth draw and a weight lifter style elongated back for support
- Strongside holster provides 10° cant, cross draw 20°
- Holster is reinforced with corrosion-resistant steel and welt area is double stitched with heavy nylon thread for added strength
- Suede lining in holster and belt for better grip while riding and performing in matches
- Two-piece 2” wide belt available in either straight or 1.5” drop design
- Premium grade, full grain cowhide; Chestnut Tan or Plain Black finish

CATTLE DRIVER™
- Designed for mounted shooting with a hidden tension adjustment to provide a customized smooth draw and a weight lifter style elongated back for support
- Strongside holster provides 10° cant, cross draw 20°
- Holster is reinforced with corrosion-resistant steel and welt area is double stitched with heavy nylon thread for added strength
- Suede lining in holster and belt for better grip while riding and performing in matches
- Two-piece 2” wide belt available in either straight or 1.5” drop design
- Premium grade full grain cowhide; Chestnut Tan with tan/white cow hair inserts; or Plain Black with black/white cow hair inserts

VISIT WEBSITE TO VIEW ADDITIONAL FINISHES

LONG GUN SCABBARD
- Designed to fit 16” rifles and carbines
- Closed muzzle with drain hole
- Includes 3 tie downs to secure scabbard, 2 horizontal and 1 vertical
- Adjustable ride height strap for snug carry on saddle horn
- Premium grade full grain, vegetable tanned leather
- Available in Chestnut Tan or Plain Black; solid brass buckles on tan models and chrome covered brass buckles on black

LONG GUN HOLDER
- Designed to fit 16” lever action rifles and shotguns
- Saddle mount
- Available in premium full grain leather, Chestnut Tan finish

SAFARILAND.COM/BIANCHI
HOLSTERS, BELTS & ACCESSORIES

The Safariland® brand is committed to providing the highest quality and most technologically advanced holsters, belts, and accessories to sporting and personal defense customers. Competitive shooters, including Team Safariland, have relied on Safariland shooting gear to win for more than 30 years. Comprised of some of the best shooters in the world, Team Safariland helps us design and test product to ensure they meet and exceed your needs.
OPEN TOP CONCEALMENT BELT SLIDE HOLSTER 547
- PRO™ (Pinch Retention Device) secures handgun once it is fully seated in the holster by pulling through device.
- Low-profile design with wide weight disbursement for a comfortable carry and excellent concealability.
- Compatible with most red dot optics.
- Works with or without light on weapon.
- Fits belt widths from 1.5” (38mm) to 1.75” (45mm).
- Available in all STX finishes.

PRD™ OPEN TOP CONCEALMENT BELT SLIDE HOLSTER 557
- Ejection port detent secures gun once fully seated in the holster, draw is initiated by pulling through detent.
- Low-profile design with wide weight disbursement for a comfortable carry and excellent concealability.
- Compatible with most red dot optics.
- Works with or without light on weapon.
- Fits belt widths from 1.5” (38mm) to 1.75” (45mm).
- Available in STX finishes.

ALS® CONCEALMENT HOLSTER 637
- ALS® (Automatic Locking System) securely holds handgun once holstered.
- Soft, flexible holster body allows holster to mold around wearer.
- Tension adjustment to customize tailor handgun fit to user preferences.
- Fits 1.5” (38mm) belt loops.
- Available in Plain Black finishes.

GLS™ OPEN TOP CONCEALMENT BELT SLIDE HOLSTER 537
- GLS™ (Grip Locking System) secures weapon once holstered, retention is deactivated with the middle finger upon a standard shooting grip on the weapon.
- Genuine SafariLaminate™ wraparound construction.
- Soft, flexible holster body allows holster to mold around wearer.
- Tension adjustment to customize tailor weapon fit to user preferences.
- Fits 1.5” (38mm) belt loops.
- Available in Black, Flat Dark Earth, Olive Drab, Coyote Brown and Foliage Green finishes.

SAFARILAMINATE & STX TACTICAL® COLORS
- Black
- Foliage Green
- Olive Drab
- Coyote Brown
- FDE Brown

SAFARILAND.COM/SAFARILAND
BELT CLIP
579
- Features 745BL Belt Clip for easy attachment and detachment from belt
- Fits belt widths from 1.5” (38mm) to 2.25” (58mm)

BELT LOOP
577
- Injection-molded belt loop is user adjustable for cant and can be worn cross draw
- Available for 1.5” (38mm), 1.75” (45mm), 2” (50mm), or 2.25” (58mm) belt slots; please specify

HI-RIDE BELT SLIDE
576
- Rides 1” higher than standard belt slide
- Available in 1.5” (38mm) and 1.75” (45mm) belt widths

PRO-FIT™ CONCEALMENT WITH MICRO PADDLE
571
- For single stacked sub-compact pistols
- Features the 571BL injection-molded paddle, design rides close to body
- Fits belt widths from 1.5” (38mm) to 1.75” (45mm)

GRIP LOCKING SYSTEM
The GLS™, a unique retention system in which the middle finger is used to release the gun. Once a proper shooting grip is obtained, the middle finger will sit directly on the lever of the GLS. As the gun is drawn out of the holster the lever is depressed and the firearm is drawn straight out. The GLS holster line offers a lower profile and compact design, perfect for concealment. Additionally, the low cut sides allow for a rapid draw and easy re-holstering.
**ALS® CONCEALMENT PADDLE & BELT LOOP COMBO 6378**
- ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered; simple straight up draw once ALS is deactivated by thumb while obtaining shooting grip
- Injection-molded paddle design is highly concealable and rides close to body
- Injection-molded belt loop is user adjustable for cant angle and can be worn crossdraw
- Adjustable injection-molded belt loop fits 1.5" (38mm), 1.75" (45mm), 2" (50mm), and 2.25" (58mm); please specify
- IDPA approved
- ALS retention in an open-top design that is drawn with a natural thumb only operation; no fingers in the trigger guard area
- Optional ALS® Guard available for increased security
- Genuine SafariLaminate™ construction with suede lining to help protect the gun’s finish
- Available in STX finishes

**ALS® CONCEALMENT BELT LOOP 6377**
- Injection-molded belt loop is user adjustable for cant and can be worn crossdraw
- Available for 1.5" (38mm), 1.75" (45mm), 2" (50mm) or 2.25" (58mm) belt slots; please specify

**ALS® LOW SIGNATURE HOLSTER 6378USN**
- ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered; simple straight up draw once release is deactivated
- Reduces Infrared (IR) Signature
- Compact profile for minimal interference with other equipment
- Can be used with QLS 19 Quick Locking Fork; allows various carry configurations and rapid transition from mounting points when used with the QLS 22 Receiver Plate (not included)
- ALS retention in an open-top design that is drawn with a natural thumb only operation; no fingers in trigger guard area
- Optional ALS Guard (Model 6006) available for increased security
- Genuine SafariLaminate™ construction with suede lining to help protect the weapon’s finish
- Available in MultiCam®, Ranger Green, Tan, Black, and Khaki

**HI-RIDE BELT SLIDE 6376**
- Rides 1" higher than standard belt slide
- Available in 1.5" (38mm) and 1.75" (45mm) belt widths

**BELT CLIP 6379**
- Features 745BL Belt Clip for easy attachment and detachment from belt
- Fits belt widths from 1.5" (38mm) to 2.25" (58mm)

**AUTOMATIC LOCKING SYSTEM**

The ALS® or Automatic Locking System provides a high level of security without adding thumb breaks, snaps, or levers requiring the use of the trigger finger. With several patents to its credit, the key to this system is an internal locking device that secures the weapon in all directions simply upon re-holstering. Holsters with this advanced ergonomic design are completely operable with the thumb, making training easy, and the straight-up draw makes it very instinctive to use, yet difficult for anyone other than the wearer to access.

SAFARILAND.COM/SAFARILAND
BELT SLIDE/PADDLE HOLSTERS

CUSTOM FIT
PADDLE & BELT LOOP COMBO
568
- 6 pistol and 4 revolver fits accommodate over 200 different weapons
- Injection-molded paddle designed for concealability and comfort
- Adjustable injection-molded belt loop fits 1.5” (38mm), 1.75” (45mm), 2” (50mm), and 2.25” (58mm); please specify
- IDPA approved
- Genuine SafariLaminate™ construction with suede lining to help protect the gun’s finish
- Available in STX Plain Black finish

CUSTOM FIT BELT LOOP
567
- Adjustable injection-molded belt loop fits 1.5” (38mm), 1.75” (45mm), 2” (50mm), and 2.25” (58mm); please specify
- Belt loop is user-adjustable for cant angle; can even be worn cross draw

HI-RIDE BELT SLIDE
566
- Rides 1” higher than standard belt slide
- Available in 1.5” (38mm) belt width

BELT CLIP
569
- Features 745BL Belt Clip for easy attachment and detachment from belt
- Fits belt widths from 1.5” (38mm) to 2.25” (58mm)
BELT CLIP
5199
- Features 745BL Belt Clip for easy attachment and detachment from belt
- Fits belt widths from 1.5” (38mm) to 2.25” (58mm)

HI-RIDE BELT SLIDE
5196
- Rides 1” higher than standard belt slide
- Available in 1.5” (38mm) and 1.75” (45mm) belt widths

OPEN TOP CONCEALMENT PADDLE & BELT LOOP COMBO WITH DETENT
5198
- Compact and lightweight
- Detent in trigger guard for reliable weapon security
- Low-cut sides for ease of draw and added comfort
- Adjustable injection-molded belt loop fits 1.5” (38mm), 1.75” (45mm), 2” (50mm), and 2.25” (58mm), please specify
- Belt loop is user adjustable for cant; can even be worn cross draw
- Injection-molded paddle design is highly concealable and rides close to the body
- IDPA approved
- Genuine SafariLaminate™ construction
- Available in STX finishes

SAFARI.COM/SAFARILAND
**BELT/PADDLE/CLIP-ON HOLSTERS**

**RDS MODELS AVAILABLE SPRING 2020**

**7TS™ ALS® CONCEALMENT HI-RIDE BELT SLIDE 7376RDS**
- Specifically designed for firearms with red dot sights mounted to them
- ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures handgun once holstered, simple straight up draw once release is deactivated
- Open-top design without SLS for quick retrieval of firearm
- ALS secures handgun once holstered; simple straight up draw once ALS is deactivated by thumb while obtaining shooting grip
- Matte finish designed to decrease reflection and can be maintained with a simple scouring pad
- Injection-molded paddle design is highly concealable and rides close to body
- Also includes injection-molded belt loop which is user adjustable for cant and can be worn crossdraw
- Available for 1.5” (38mm), 1.75” (45mm), 2” (50mm) or 2.25” (58mm) belt slots
- Available in SafariSeven™ finish; Black and FDE Brown

**BELT CLIP 7379RDS**
- Specifically designed for firearms with red dot sights mounted to them
- Features 745BL Belt Clip for easy attachment and detachment from belt
- Fits belt widths from 1.5” (38 mm) to 2.25” (58mm)

**PADDLE & BELT LOOP COMBO 7378RDS**
- Specifically designed for firearms with red dot sights mounted to them
- Injection-molded belt loop is user adjustable for cant and can be worn cross draw
- Available for 1.5” (38mm), 1.75” (45mm), 2” (50mm), or 2.25” (58mm) belt slots; please specify
7TS™ ALS® CONCEALMENT PADDLE & BELT LOOP COMBO HOLSTER
7378
- ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered, simple straight up draw once release is deactivated
- Open-top design without SLS for quick retrieval of weapon
- ALS secures weapon once holstered; simple straight up draw once ALS is deactivated by thumb while obtaining shooting grip
- Matte finish designed to decrease reflection and can be maintained with a simple scouring pad
- Injection-molded paddle design is highly concealable and rides close to body
- Also includes injection-molded belt loop which is user adjustable for cant and can be worn cross draw
- Available for 1.5” (38mm), 1.75” (45mm), 2” (50mm) or 2.25” (58mm) belt slots
- Available in SafariSeven™ Plain Black and FDE Brown finishes

7TS™ ALS® MICRO PADDLE
7371
- For single stacked sub-compact pistols
- ST1BL injection-molded micro paddle design is highly concealable and rides close to the body
- Fits belt widths from 1.5” (38mm) to 1.75” (45mm)

BELT LOOP
7377
- Injection-molded belt loop is user adjustable for cant and can be worn cross draw
- Available for 1.5” (38mm), 1.75” (45mm), 2” (50mm), or 2.25” (58mm) belt slots; please specify

BELT CLIP
7379
- Features 745BL Belt Clip for easy attachment and detachment from belt
- Fits belt widths from 1.5” (38mm) to 2.25” (58mm)

HI-RIDE BELT SLIDE
7376
- Rides 1” higher than standard belt slide
- Available in 1.5” (38mm) and 1.75” (45mm) belt widths

7TS™ THE 7TS SERIES

The 7TS™ Series is extremely rugged and offers the ultimate in durability. Constructed of SafariSeven™, a proprietary DuPont™ nylon blend, these holsters are practically impervious to the elements. SafariSeven allows very high tolerances to heat and cold and requires virtually no maintenance to keep them functioning and looking good. These holsters feature precision injection molding and are incredibly lightweight.

SEVEN FEATURES OF THE 7TS
1. Proprietary nylon blend that is completely non-abrasive to a firearm’s finish
2. Raised stand-off surfaces in interior of holster creates air space around the weapon allowing dirt and moisture to quickly clear any contact with the firearm
3. Very high heat tolerance; structurally sound at 300° F
4. Very low cold tolerance; structurally sound at -50° F
5. Can be submerged in water indefinitely and still maintain shape and function
6. Matte finish decreases reflection and can be maintained with a simple scouring pad
7. Compatible with all Safariland® holster mounting options
IWB HOLSTER WITH J-HOOK
17T
- Open-top tuckable design
- Firm SafariLaminate™ construction allows holster to stay open for ease of reholstering
- J-Hook attachment provides strong belt retention on holster while minimizing its visibility
- Fits 1.75” (45mm) belt width
- Available in Black

IWB HOLSTER
17
- Open-top design
- Firm SafariLaminate™ construction allows holster to stay open for ease of reholstering
- Heavy-duty spring-steel belt clip securely anchors holster to belt or trousers
- Fits up to 1.75” (45mm) belt width
- Available in Black

RANGE SERIES OPEN TOP MID-RIDE HOLSTER
5197
- Compact and lightweight
- Detent in trigger guard for reliable weapon security
- Low-cut sides for ease of draw and added comfort
- Full grain leather cant adjusted belt loop eliminates common belt-bulging and does not interfere with draw
- IDPA approved
- Genuine SafariLaminate™ construction
- Available for 1.5” (38mm) or 1.75” (45mm) belt widths
- Available in STX finishes

PRO-FIT™ IWB
575
- GLS™ (Grip Locking System) secures firearm once holstered; retention is deactivated with the middle finger upon obtaining a standard shooting grip on the firearm
- Designed to fit multiple firearms in one holster
- Body is proprietary nylon blend that is non-abrasive to firearm’s finish
- Low-cut compact design makes concealment easy while allowing for a quick draw
- Inside-the-waist for deep concealment
- Fully adjustable cant
- Available in SafariSeven™ material, Plain Black

NEW for 2019
Now available fits for single stack, sub-compacts:
- Springfield XDS
- Glock 43, S&W Shield
- 9mm/40, and .45

PATENTED
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INSIDE-THE-PANTS CONCEALMENT HOLSTER
27
- J-shaped belt hook can be worn with any belt
- Open-top SafariLaminate™ holster designed as an undercover off-duty holster
- A polymer insert keeps the holster open for easy firearm reholstering
- Available in Plain Black finish

INSIDE-THE-POCKET HOLSTER
25
- Extra-thin, extra-soft holster for extra-deep concealment
- Holster will stay open; simply drop handgun into the pocket and it holsters itself
- Suede outer material grips clothing for less movement of holster
- Firm, moisture-proof membrane layer prevents perspiration from penetrating the holster and collecting on the gun
- Available in Black Suede finish

IWB HOLSTER
18
- Open-top design
- Firm SafariLaminate™ construction allows holster to stay open for ease of reholstering
- SafariSuede™ outer material grips clothing for less movement of holster
- Fits both 1.25” (32mm) and 1.5” (38mm) belt widths
- Double-snap belt loop is adjustable for cant angle
- Available in Black Sueded finish
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ALS® SHOULDER HOLSTER

**1051**
- ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered.
- SafariLaminate™ construction for ease of draw and reholstering with one hand.
- Vertical or horizontal carry options.
- Harness system is comfortable and fully adjustable.
- For pistols only.
- Dual magazine pouch included on strong side.
- Available in STX Plain Black finish.

**7TS™ ALS® LIGHTWEIGHT SHOULDER HOLSTER**

**7053**
- ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered; simple straight out draw once ALS is deactivated by thumb while obtaining shooting grip.
- Proprietary SafariSeven™ material nearly impervious to heat, cold and water.
- One handed reholstering.
- Lightweight, adjustable elastic single side harness provides stability for handgun.
- Belt tie-downs not needed due to lightweight and compact design.
- Harness compatible with all 7TS holsters.
- Available in SafariSeven™ Plain Black and FDE finishes.

**SHOULDER HOLSTERS**

PATENTED
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Can Be Worn Vertical or Horizontal
INJECTION MOLDED SINGLE MAGAZINE POUCH 71
- Flexible “accordion” design allows for multiple fits and minimal size
- Fits magazines, flashlights, knives and multi-tools
- Can now be ordered as a tactical accessory to be used in conjunction with Safariland leg shrouds or the QAS System
- Also available as an IWB, belt clip, or MOLLE compatible
- Fits from 1.5” (38mm) to 2.25” (58mm)
- Available in Black or FDE Brown finishes

OPEN TOP SINGLE MAGAZINE POUCH 074
- Paddle-style single magazine holder
- Features built-in locking mechanism that keeps the holder in place at all times
- Fits belts up to 1.5” (38mm) wide
- Adjustable tension device
- Available in Plain Black or STX finishes

OPEN TOP DOUBLE MAGAZINE POUCH – SNAP 079
- Low-cut design for easy magazine grasp
- For use on belts up to 1.75” (45mm) wide
- Adjustable tension device
- Available in Plain Black, Basketweave, or STX finishes

OPEN TOP SINGLE MAGAZINE – SNAP 81
- Features a low-cut design
- Back side folds over to form snap-type belt loop
- For use on belts up to 1.75” (45mm)
- Available in Plain Black finish

MOLLE SLIDING ADAPTER (MSA)
- Compatible with Model 71 Tactical Universal Magazine Pouch
- Easily slides and locks into MOLLE webbing; removable in seconds
- Minimal space used on MOLLE vests
- Permits multiple pouches lined up side to side

MAGAZINE POUCH – HORIZONTAL 123
- Single magazine holder - carries magazines in a horizontal position
- Hook and loop belt attachment wraps around belt
- Available in Plain Black finish

OPEN TOP DOUBLE MAGAZINE POUCH – PADDLE 572
- Low-cut design allows for quick access
- Unique paddle design features a self-locking belt hook
- Adjustable tension device
- Available in Plain Black, Basketweave, or STX finishes

MAGAZINE HOLDER AND LIGHT POUCH - PADDLE 574
- Low-cut design allows for quick access
- Adjustable tension device
- Unique paddle design features a self-locking hook
- For use on 1.5” (38mm) belts

AUTO MAGAZINE HOLDER CD-AUTO
- Black metal clip-on design
- Carries single magazine in a butt-up, mid-ride position
- Ideal for plainclothes or off-duty use
- Now available for single stack 9mm pistols

PLAINCLOTHES BELT L830
- Made of SafariLaminate™ with a vegetable-tanned leather support to accommodate holsters for larger handguns
- Features a solid brass or chrome buckle
- Available in Plain Black with solid brass or chrome buckle
- 1.5” (38mm) belt width

SAFARILAND.COM/SAFARILAND
SLS TACTICAL HOLSTER

- SLS (Self Locking System) allows for a smoother, single-motion draw and greater protection against attempted weapon takeaways.
- Features the SLS (Self Locking System) rotating hood system.
- Hood Guard is standard; optional Sentry available.
- Thermoformed SafariLaminate™ construction protects handgun and sights.
- Standard double strap and leg shroud with mounting holes for optional accessories.
- Suede lined to protect handgun's finish.
- Leg shroud features silicone lining for non-slip traction.
- Available in STX Tactical® Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, FDE Brown, and Coyote Brown finishes.

ALS® TACTICAL HOLSTER

- ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered; simple straight up draw once release is deactivated.
- Open-top design without SLS for quick retrieval of weapon.
- Hood Guard is standard; optional ALS Guard available.
- SafariLaminate™ thermoformed construction protects handgun and sights.
- Adjustable vertical leg strap.
- Standard double strap and leg shroud with mounting holes for optional accessories.
- Offered for weapons with and without rail mounted lights.
- Suede lined to protect handgun's finish.
- Leg shroud features silicone lining for non-slip traction.
- Available in STX Tactical® Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, FDE Brown, and Coyote Brown finishes.

SLS TACTICAL HOLSTER

- SLS allows for a smoother, single-motion draw and greater protection against attempted weapon takeaways.
- Features the SLS (Self Locking System) rotating hood system.
- Hood Guard is standard; optional Sentry available.
- Thermoformed SafariLaminate™ construction protects handgun and sights.
- Standard double strap and leg shroud with mounting holes for optional accessories.
- Suede lined to protect handgun's finish.
- Leg shroud features silicone lining for non-slip traction.
- Available in STX Tactical® Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, FDE Brown, and Coyote Brown finishes.
- Also available Model 6004USN in Cordura® nylon finishes.

SAFARILAND® TACTICAL HOLSTERS CAN BE CONFIGURED WITH ANY OF THESE ATTACHMENT SYSTEMS:

- Drop Flex Adapter
- Universal Flex Adapter
- Single Strap
- Single Strap with Quick-Release
- Single Strap with D-Ring
- Single Strap LP with D-Ring
- WITH QUICK-RELEASE LEG STRAP 6355
- WITH QUICK-RELEASE LEG STRAP 6005
**ALS®/SLS Tactical Holster**

6304
- ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered
- SLS allows for a smoother, single motion draw and greater protection against attempted weapon takeaways
- Hood Guard is standard; optional Sentry available
- Mounted to the same leg shroud assembly as the popular 6005 series
- Simple straight up draw once all releases are deactivated
- Thermofomed SafarLaminate™ construction protects handgun and sights
- Standard double strap and leg shroud with mounting holes for optional accessories
- Adjustable vertical leg strap
- Offered for firearms with and without rail mounted lights
- Suede lined to protect handgun’s finish
- Leg shroud features silicone lining for non-slip traction
- Available in STX Tactical® Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, FDE Brown, and Coyote Brown finishes

**Universal Flex Adapter**

6004UFA
- Allows user to wear a thigh rig below the hip without shifting weight farther down the leg
- Keeps rig from sliding on belt
- Can be used on belt widths up to 2.25” (58mm)
- For use in conjunction with the 6004-10 leg shroud

**ELS Tactical Belt**

4332
- Features full length hook lining for use with Safariland® 99 Liner Belt or Bianchi® 8106 Liner Belt
- Buckleless design features two large knobs for locking in ELS mounting holes
- Pre-cut ELS mounting holes for straight up or angled attachment of ELS Receiver Plates
- Available in Nylon Look, FDE Brown, and Foliage Green finishes
- Fits 2” (50mm) belt widths

**ALS®/SLS Tactical Holster with Quick-Release Leg Strap**

6305
- Features harness and shroud only to mount accessories and holsters
- Leg shroud features silicone lining for non-slip traction
- Ambidextrous

**Drop Flex Adapter on Single Leg Shroud with QLS 22**

6004-27
- Allows user to wear a thigh rig below the hip without shifting weight further down the leg
- Keeps rig from sliding on belt
- Can be used on belt widths up to 2.25” (58mm)
- Includes QLS 22 Receiver Plate; can also be ordered without
- Available in Black, Foliage Green, OD Green and FDE Brown finishes

**Single Strap Leg Shroud with Quick-Release**

6005-10
- Features harness and shroud only to mount accessories and holsters
- Leg shroud features silicone lining for non-slip traction
- Ambidextrous

**Rifle Magazine Pouch**

774
- Clip-on belt attachment to fit 1.5” (38mm) to 2.25” (58mm) belts
- Adjustable for carry angle
- SafarLaminate™ construction with tension device
- Ambidextrous
- Can be ordered with MLS 16 or ELS 34 Locking Fork attached

**Single Magazine Pouch**

76
- Single mag pouch with flap for multiple handgun models
- Can be ordered with MLS 16 or ELS 34 Locking Fork attached

**Slimline Open Top Magazine Pouch**

79 / 779
- Magazines are oriented “face out” to save space on belt
- Durable SafarLaminate™ thermoformed construction
- Fits 2.25” (58mm) belt widths
- Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system
- Vertical belt slots
- Vertical and horizontal belt slots; provides triple magazine retention without flap in an area comparable to standard dual magazine pouches
With the Safariland® RLS ™ (Rapid Light System), you get a professional-quality hand-held light and weapon-mounted light all in one. You can clip it onto your belt, hold it in your hand, or quickly mount it to your weapon for an instant tactical advantage. There’s no need to buy an expensive holster to carry a light-mounted weapon. No reason to carry a second primary light. You will always have a bright light whenever and wherever you need it. It’s the only light you need.

**RLS™ RAPID LIGHT SYSTEM**

1. Ambidextrous
2. Super-bright LED technology (190 lumens) – bright enough to be your primary light. Prism Reflector System penetrates light up to 350 ft.
3. Uses three AAA batteries – no expensive proprietary batteries needed
4. Integral clip for easy securement to belt or garment – no dedicated light mount holster required
5. Fits most handgun models that incorporate an integral rail system – also mounts to rifles and shotguns that have a Picatinny rail
6. Quickly transitions from standard flashlight to tactical illumination
7. Can be operated with either thumb, or change to other side to operate with trigger finger. Push button provides controllable on/off illumination of target to minimize loss of handgrip, sight picture and exposure
8. RLS™ mount will accommodate most hand-held compact lights in the range of .970 (24.6mm)- 1.060 (26.9mm) in diameter
**RLS™ MOUNT**

**RLSM**
- Provides a small mounting platform on duty belt to attach the RLS™ light
- Will also accommodate any light, laser, or other accessory that will fit on a Picatinny or light rail
- Fits belt widths up to 2.25" (58mm)
- Also fits on leg shroud, MLS or ELS Locking Fork
- Included with RLS

**RLS™ REDUCTION SLEEVE**

**RLSR**
- Enables the RLS mounting system to be used with lights of both .90" and .80" diameters
- Slides inside RLS mount to easily accept narrower lights

[Image showing RLS™ MOUNT and RLS™ REDUCTION SLEEVE]
LIBERATOR® HP
ADVANCED HEARING PROTECTION

- First of its kind multi-mode headset allows user to change profiles between active noise reduction (ANR) and active noise cancellation (ANC) or use both.
- ANC mode adds up to 5 dB of NRR providing additional hearing protection.
- Provides enhanced hearing protection in all environments, while advanced sound localization provides maximum situational awareness and threat detection.
- Dual Fuel technology which enables the headset to run on either two AAA or one CR123 battery.
- 100-300-hour run time (mode dependent).
- Proprietary high definition speakers and speaker enclosures.
- Modular headset suspension, user adjustable to be either over-the-head or behind-the-head for maximum comfort.
- Proprietary Earcup design layered with sound barrier technology.
- Available in Black w/Red and FDE Brown.

075-2
HEARING PROTECTION HOLDER

- Clips on to belt.
- Available in Black.
SAFARILAND®
IN-EAR IMPULSE
HEARING PROTECTION

Helps guard against hearing damage caused by automatic fire and single gun shots, artillery fire and explosions, reducing them to safe levels, less likely to cause long term damage.

- Automatically engages to protect hearing
- Still allows for ambient audio
- Proprietary material for long wear comfort
- Includes key chain aluminum transport/storage case
- No batteries required
- Two sets of ear inserts included

SAFARILAND®
SAFARILAND IMPULSE FOAM HEARING PROTECTION

These reusable / disposable foam earplugs help protect against hearing damage in loud environments, yet still allow ambient audio to pass through. Made from foam and Hearing Pro Filters, this product is ideal for the range, concerts, yard work, construction sites and any area where loud noises need to be reduced to safe levels. Convenient neck strap allows for easy use. The Impulse foam in-ear hearing protection has a lifespan of 2-4 months depending on use.

- Reusable — lifespan 2-4 months depending on use
- Protects against loud noises, yet still allows for ambient audio
- Convenient neck strap
- Used and recommended by Team Safariland
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ENHANCED 3-GUN BAG
4566
- Rugged ballistic pack cloth construction
- Heavy-duty lockable zippers, two adjustable outside accessory pouches
- Large dual handgun/accessory pouch with individual hook and loop enclosed handgun storage areas and four pistol mag pouches large enough for extended magazines
- Closed-cell protective foam padding and 2” perimeter lip
- Assorted accessory pockets inside case
- Adjustable padded shoulder harness for shoulder carry
- Includes adjustable backpack-style carry straps that tuck away in storage pocket when not in use
- Unique zippered barrel extension slot on side of case can be opened to allow use of longer firearms (up to 55”) while still fully encompassing firearm muzzle
- 51” overall length (with expansion slot closed)
- Available in Black

DUAL RIFLE CASE
4552
- Rugged ballistic pack cloth construction
- Heavy-duty lockable zippers, one adjustable outside covered accessory pouch
- Large dual handgun/accessory pouch with individual hook and loop enclosed handgun areas
- Closed-cell protective foam padding and 2” perimeter lip
- Assorted accessory pockets inside case
- Adjustable padded shoulder harness for shoulder carry
- Includes adjustable backpack-style carry straps that tuck away in storage pocket when not in use
- Available in 36” lengths, in Black and FDE Brown
SHOOTERS’ RANGE BAG
4555
- Rugged ballistic pack cloth construction
- Removable center carry compartment has zippered, padded side panels for four separate handgun compartments
- Adjustable hook and loop dividers to personalize accessory space
- Magazine pouches conveniently sewn into main storage area
- Two large exterior pocket and a fully lined interior
- Full-wrap carry handles make it easy to move gear to different shooting stations
- Outer carry bag has dual zip top for easy access and full coverage, flat side zipper pocket, ID window, and large outside zipped pocket for towel, shooting glasses or hearing protection
- Overall dimensions: 14” x 9” x 10”

PREMIUM DUAL HANDGUN CASE
4553
- Rugged ballistic pack cloth construction
- Full interior closed-cell foam surrounded by soft lining for safe handgun storage
- Four outside magazine/accessory pouches
- Dual concealed pockets to individually protect handgun
- Wraparound handles
- 12” overall length
- Available in Black

SHOOTERS’ RANGE BACKPACK
4559
- Rugged ballistic pack cloth construction
- Assorted compartments and dividers to store and organize your shooting gear
- Heavy-duty lockable zippers
- Reinforced large lower compartment for heavy ammunition
- Removable dual pistol sleeve
- Includes an all-weather cover
- Available in Black and Tan
The QLS provides officers the ability to easily and quickly remove and secure their weapon without having to remove weapon from holster. Especially effective in correctional institutions and courthouse appearances.

- Also effective for concealed carry in ease of transferring gun from body to other mounting point, such as vehicle.
- Mount almost any Safariland duty holster on an equipment belt with use of the Safariland UBL.
- Provides a highly versatile holster system with a quick, easy and secure attachment to a variety of locations – belt, thigh rig, furniture, or vehicle, etc. Can also be used with the Safariland MLS 16 Accessory Locking Fork for attachment to MOLLE vests.
- QLS System passes Level I Retention™ pull test.

HOLSTER LOCKING FORK
QLS 19
- Mounts directly to the back of duty holsters, then connects to the QLS 22 Receiver Plate.
- Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, FDE Brown, and Coyote Brown.

RECEIVER PLATE
QLS 22
- Mounting platform for the QLS 19 Duty Locking Fork. Attaches directly to Universal Belt Loop (UBL), or other mounting platforms.
- Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, FDE Brown, and Coyote Brown.

COMPETITION
QLS ON A COMPETITION RIG
1. QLS w/ belt loop
2. Holster w/ QLS 19 on back
3. Full Production Class Rig

CONCEALMENT/PERSOANL PROTECTION

QLS AT HOME
1. QLS 22 attached to dresser
2. QLS 22 on dresser w/ QLS 19 on holster

QLS IN VEHICLE
1. QLS 22 on paddle w/ QLS 19 on holster
2. Removing holster from QLS 22
3. Transferring holster to QLS 22 mounted in vehicle
ELS (EQUIPMENT LOCKING SYSTEM)

- Provides a mounting platform for any tactical and competition accessories to be placed in various locations, including belt clips and tactical rigs or directly on MOLLE loops with the use of an MLS 16 Locking Fork.
- Fork attaches to any tactical or competition accessory, including the 774 Rifle Mag Pouch, 78 Slimline Dual Magazine Pouch, and 773 Open Top Competition Magazine Pouches.
- Receiver plate mounts to any thigh rig, 744BL belt clip or MLS 16 fork (for use of ELS on MOLLE loops), or can be attached directly to the pre-cut mounting holes on any QAS belt.
- A quick pinch of the thumb and index finger allows the removal of any product attached to the fork unit for attachment on any other ELS 35 location.
- May be purchased with or placed directly onto the 744BL belt clip for convenient waistline location.
- Useful in quickly switching out accessories while maintaining the same root product, whether it be a belt, thigh rig or magazine pouches for a competition event, etc.
- Very small receiver footprint (1 7/8" W x 2 3/4")

EQUIPMENT LOCKING FORK
ELS 34
- Mounts to any tactical accessory, then connects to the ELS 35 Receiver Plate.
- Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, FDE Brown, and Coyote Brown.

EQUIPMENT RECEIVER PLATE
ELS 35
- Mounting platform for tactical thigh rig or any other two-hole accessory location.
- Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, FDE Brown, and Coyote Brown.

COMPETITION
ELS ON A COMPETITION BELT
1. 032 Belt w/ ELS 34 & ELS 35
2. ELS 34 on mag pouch
3. 032 ELS competition belt fully rigged w/ holster

CONCEALEMENT/PERSONAL PROTECTION
ELS AT HOME
1. ELS 35 attached to dresser
2. ELS 35 on dresser w/ ELS 34 on OC spray holder

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT SAFARILAND.COM/ELS FOR MORE DETAILED USES AND ASSEMBLY INFORMATION.
Team Safariland has completed another year of extensive field testing and shooting in competitive events, with the ELS System at the core. The combinations with this system are endless, it’s changing the way shooters are rigging up for competitions.

For USPSA handgun, Multigun and Steel Challenge events, it all starts with the Model 030 under belt. Next is the 032 ELS Competition outer belt. We designed it to be very strong, to hold your holster and high-capacity magazines in place, yet it’s light and comfortable. Finally, by attaching the Quick Locking Kit for holsters and the Equipment Locking Kits for pouches and shell holders, a truly modular system is attained. This system makes it quick and easy to change out equipment from division to division and/or for whatever the course of fire demands.

Take a look below at what Team Safariland recommends and uses for each shooting discipline.

**IDPA RIG**
IDPA shooting simulates self-defense scenarios and real life encounters using off the shelf handguns in a concealed manner. The holsters, belts, and magazine pouches used in this sport are from our concealment line, and are not what we typically refer to as competition equipment. Team Safariland has been hard at work developing new products and creating new features which incorporate the needs of IDPA shooters. The Range Series is well-suited for IDPA.

**THE IDPA RIG SHOWN INCLUDES:**
- Model 5197 Holster, page 44
- Model 773 Mag pouch, page 45
- Model 332 Belt, page 44

**PCC RIG**
Pistol Caliber Carbine is the fastest growing division in the shooting sports. Included in the rig is the 334 rigid competition belt, which is very robust and durable. The belt is reinforced to hold heavy loaded magazines. Also included are the 773 closed front magazine pouches that add extra security and retainability, and the pouches have two adjustable tension screws.

**THE PCC RIG SHOWN INCLUDES:**
- Model 334 Rigid competition belt, page 44
- Model 773 Mag pouch, page 45

**3-GUN RIG – TACTICAL CLASS**
For Tactical Scope Multi-Gun rig, we either use a thigh rig, featuring the Drop Flex Adapter and either a Model 5197 or 5354 holster which provides added protection to the handgun, or mount a 014 using the QLS System as Mike Voigt does. We also have the option to mount a leg shroud on the left side to carry more ammo if needed.

**THE 3-GUN RIG - TACTICAL CLASS SHOWN INCLUDES:**
- Model 5197 Holster on USPSA Kit, page 44
- Model 086 Shotgun holder, page 46
- Model ELS Kit, page 39
- Model 773 Mag pouch, page 45

**3-GUN RIG – OPEN CLASS**
When it comes to Multi-Gun competitions the versatility of the ELS System really comes into play. One of the biggest challenges with 3-Gun competitions is reconfiguring your rig for each course of fire. Not so with our ELS and QLS Systems. For Open Division 3-Gun competition, Mike Voigt likes to mount the 014 holster to a QLS Fork so that he can easily remove the holster when changing to stages where it’s not needed. Speed is always paramount in competitions; this was a key factor in the design of the Model 6005-12. Both Mike Voigt and Maggie Reese, working very closely with the Safariland R&D team helped to design this model, which they currently use in 3-Gun competitions.

**THE 3-GUN RIG - OPEN CLASS SHOWN INCLUDES:**
- Model 014 Holster, page 43
- Model 773 Mag pouch, page 45
- Model ELS Kit, page 39
- Model 6005-12 Speedloader Holder, page 46
- Model QLS Kit, page 38
- Model 032 ELS Competition Belt, page 44
- Model 030 Underbelt, page 44
The Bianchi Cup Open Division gun is a piece of art, generally a 1911 with a shroud for the barricade event, and an electronic red dot sight; these guns are truly a sight to be seen.

The Metallic division is based on the 1911 with iron sights. For Bianchi Cup Open or Metallic divisions, either mount your 014 holster using the belt included, or as Doug Koenig prefers, mount the vertical adjustment rod directly to the belt. We use the Model 776 mag pouch, allowing us to carry eight magazines in a small area of space.

The Production division is shot with standard handguns. Most popular in the division are Glockes, Smith & Wesson M&Ps, and Springfield XD's. Production division rigs are similar to Single Stack rigs with the exception of the handgun; in the Single Stack division a traditional 1911 is used. For both divisions, team members use the model 5197 holster mounted to a QLS System or the 5199 with belt clip. Most of us use the Model 771 pouch with the open front in the first reload location, and the Model 773 closed front pouches, which provide extra security, for the rest of the magazines. Rob Leatham even likes this set up for L-10. Keeping the handguns and magazines in the same location enables the shooter to focus more on the competition and not relearning different positions.

The Production class & Single Stack rig shown includes:
- Model 5197 Holster, page 44
- Model 771 Mag pouch, page 45
- Model QLS Kit, page 38
- Model ELS Kit, page 38
- Model 773 Mag pouch, page 45
- Model 032 ELS Competition Belt, page 44

Open/Limited class rig shown includes:
- Model 014 Holster, page 43
- Model 771 Mag pouch, page 45
- Model 030 Underbelt, page 44
- Model ELS Kit, page 38
- Model 773 Mag pouch, page 45

Open/Limited class rig includes:
- Model 014 Holster, page 43
- Model 771 Mag pouch, page 45
- Model 030 Underbelt, page 44
- Model ELS Kit, page 38
- Model 773 Mag pouch, page 45
- Model 776 Mag pouch, page 45

Bianchi Cup rig includes:
- Model 014 Holster, page 43
- Model 771 Mag pouch, page 45
- Model 030 Underbelt, page 44
- Model ELS Kit, page 38
- Model 776 Mag pouch, page 45
- Model 332 Belt, page 44
Since its inception in 1985, Team Safariland has been an integral part of developing and testing competition products. Safariland continually pushes the envelope with new and innovative competition holsters and accessories. Our ELS Competition belt, has raised the bar competition equipment, and the Model 014 Open Class holster brings a technological-edge to competitors.

**Tom Campbell**
- 2001 USPSA Limited 10 National Champion
- 1977-1988 Member of USPSA Shooting Team
- 1985 European Champion
- 1986 USPSA Team Captain
- 30 years at Safariland, over 50 years total in the industry

**Scott Carnahan**
- Team Safariland Captain since 1985
- 3-Time USPSA National Class Champion
- 2009 NRA Bianchi Cup National Class Champion
- 2012 NRA USA Action Pistol World Team Member for the Bianchi Cup
- 2017 Safariland Expedition PCC division 10th overall, 2nd Senior
- 2018 USPSA PCC Nationals, 2nd Senior

**Julie Golob**
- IPSC Ladies Classic World Champion
- First & Only 7 Division, Plus 15-Time USPSA Ladies National Champion
- 3-Time NRA Bianchi Cup Ladies Champion
- 4-Time IDPA Ladies Nationals Champion
- 3-Time Ladies World Speed Shooting Champion

**Doug Koenig**
- 21-Time Masters Champion
- 2017 and 18-Time Bianchi Cup Champion
- 2013 and 5-Time European Bianchi Cup Champion
- 3-Time Steel Challenge World Speed Shooting Champion
- 1990 IPSC World Champion
- 2014 and 6-Time World Action Pistol Champion
- Host & Producer of his own TV show “Doug Koenig’s Championship Season” on the Pursuit channel

**Rob Leatham**
- First and only Six Division USPSA Overall National Champion
- 36-Time USPSA National Champion
- 8-Time IPSC World Champion
- 11-Time Bianchi Cup Champion
- 8-Time Steel Challenge Champion
- 10-Time USPSA / IPSC National Senior Champion
- 6-Time IDPA CDP National Champion
- 2019 IDPA Senior World Champion

**Kenda Lenseigne**
- 13 world records
- 5-Time Overall CMSA World Champion - the only woman in the sport to accomplish this and beat all the men
- 5-Time CMSA Overall National Champion
- 6-Time CMSA World Point Champion Cowgirl
- 2015 CMSA Hall of Fame Inductee

**Maggie Reese Voigt**
- 4-Time USPSA Multi-Gun National Champion
- 2017 IPSC Rifle World Champion Team Member
- 2017 IPSC Handgun World Shoot, 4th Place Individual
- 2016 US-IPSC Handgun National Champion
- Several-Time 3-Gun Champion at Superstition Mountain Mystery, MGM IronMan & Rocky Mountain Classic

**Keith Garcia**
- USPSA Multi-Gun National Champion 2013 and 2015
- 3 Gun Nation $5,000 shoot-off champion 2012
- 3 Gun Nation Practical Division National Champion 2016
- 3 Gun Nation 308 Practical Division National Champion 2017
- 25 major match wins

**Bill Rogers**
- Author of “Be Fast, Be Accurate, Be The Best”
- Author of “Reactive Pistol Shooting” video by Panteao
- Author of “Reactive Rifle Shooting” videos by Panteao
- Rogers Shooting School - 1976 - present: owner, operator and lead instructor
- Inventor of and patented the “Kydex” holster
- Responsible for more than 40 patents in the firearms field
CUP CHALLENGE
COMPETITION HOLSTER
002
- Features dual-tension screws on the holster body, one in back of cylinder and the other in back of barrel, allowing a balanced retention of the handgun
- Hook and loop lined belt tab provides a firm and adjustable carry when used with Safariland 032 competition belt
- Accommodates both scoped and non-scoped revolvers as well as most revolvers with standard, heavy, and slab side barrels
- Built-in removable muzzle strap protects front sights
- Available in STX Tactical® or STX Basketweave finishes

OPEN TOP
COMPETITION HOLSTER
015
- Machined aluminum body to stabilize handgun, with little resistance for secure and fast draw
- Ball joint on holster allows complete freedom of movement to customize handgun draw
- Fits Open Class handguns with “Gas Pedal Thumb Rests”
- Natural unlocking motion for fast and efficient draw
- Belt loop and holster can be separated for travel, while maintaining user’s set position
- Belt loop will accommodate 1.5” & 1.75” belts
- Adjustable cant
- Available in Black, Red and Blue finishes

AVAILABLE MARCH 2020

SAFARILAND.COM/SAFARILAND
COMPETITION UNDER BELT – LOOP LINED 030

- Reinforced to hold heavy competition handguns and ammunition
- Pre-cut holes to mount ELS 35 Receiver Plates in multiple locations and angles
- Available in Black with web finish
- 1.5” (38mm) belt width

RANGE BELT 332

- Reinforced to hold heavy competition handguns and ammunition
- Non-slip inner lining
- Available in Black, FDE Brown, and Foliage Green nylon finishes
- 1.5” (38mm) belt width

ELS COMPETITION BELT 032

- Reinforced to hold heavy competition handguns and ammunition
- Hook lined to attach to 030 under belt
- Pre-cut holes to mount ELS 35 Receiver Plates in multiple locations and angles
- Available in Nylon Look and Basketweave finishes
- 1.75” (45mm) belt width

RIGID COMPETITION BELT 334

- Reinforced to hold heavy competition handguns and ammunition
- Single Safariland branded keeper
- Hook liner for use with Safariland 030 Buckleless Competition Underbelt
- 1.5” (38 mm) belt width

COMPETITION UNDER BELT – LOOP LINED 030

- Loop on outer side to connect to model 032
- Available in Black with web finish
- 1.5” (38mm) belt width

RANGE SERIES OPEN TOP CONCEALMENT BELT LOOP WITH DETENT 5197

- Compact and lightweight
- Detent in trigger guard for reliable weapon security
- Low-cut sides for ease of draw and added comfort
- Full grain leather cant adjustable belt loop eliminates common belt-bulging and does not interfere with draw
- IDPA approved
- Genuine SafarLaminate™ construction
- Available for 1.5” (38mm) or 1.75” (45mm) belt widths
- Available in STX finishes

USPSA-KIT

- Ball joint on kit allows complete freedom of movement to customize the handgun draw
- Adjustable height bar for personalized holster height
- Designed to fit 1.5” (38 mm) to 1.75” (45 mm) belt widths and locks down with set screws
- Designed for use with Model 5197 Concealment Holster

014 ADAPTER

- Allows for various mounting options for the 014 holster
- Available in Black

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NO.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>014-744BL</td>
<td>014 Adapter with 744BL Belt Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014-745BL</td>
<td>014 Adapter with 745BL Belt Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014-ELS</td>
<td>014 Adapter with ELS 34 Locking Fork</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**OPEN FRONT MAGAZINE POUCH 771/773**
- Features two magazine tensioning screws on back side of the holster to adjust tension on both the middle and end of the magazine
- Built-up channel for clearance of the bullet during the draw
- Available in STX Tactical or STX Basketweave finishes
- Can be ordered with MLS 16 or ELS 34 Locking Fork attached

**COMPETITION MAGNETIC MAGAZINE HOLDER 776**
- Magazines are oriented “bullets out” to save space on belt
- Designed with internal magnets to keep magazines in place
- Durable nylon construction
- Hook and loop closure to protect magazines when not in use
- Includes a snap loop attachment to hold flap in place
- Available with 744BL Belt Clip or ELS 34 Locking Fork

**COMPETITION ACCESSORIES**

**COMPETITION MAGAZINE POUCH WITH MAGNET 773M**
- Two magazine tensioning screws on back side of holster to adjust tension on both middle and end of magazine
- Contains super-strong pick-up magnet

**SHOOTERS LOADING BLOCK J-KTR, J-LP**
- Convenient trays hold wadcutter, semi-wadcutter or round nosed .38 or .357 ammunition
- Popular for all speedloaders

**SPEEDLOADER**
- Injection-molded construction
- Large frame versions offer maximum grip clearance

**COMPETITION MAGAZINE POUCH 774**
- Clip-on belt attachment to fit 1.5” (38mm) to 2.25” (58mm) belts
- Adjustable for carry angle
- SafariLaminate™ construction with tension device
- Ambidextrous
- Can be ordered with MLS 16 or ELS 34 Locking Fork attached

**RIFLE MAGAZINE POUCH**

**SPACER KITS**
Spacer kits are available that position the holster away from the body to accommodate various body shapes. For use with 3-hole patterned holsters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>KIT CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-SPACER-KIT</td>
<td>2 T-Spacers, 6 Screws, &amp; 1 Allen Wrench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDA-KIT</td>
<td>2 T-Spacers, 6 Rollers, 22 Screws, 1 HDA Plate, &amp; 1 Allen Wrench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVAL SPACER-KIT</td>
<td>2 Oval Spacers, 8 screws, &amp; 1 Allen Wrench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUSTOMIZED-KIT</td>
<td>2 T-Spacers, 6 Rollers, 22 Screws, &amp; 1 Allen Wrench</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHOTGUN SHELL HOLDERS

**080-12**
- Molded shotgun shell holder holds (2) 12-gauge shells
- Belt clip features an extended bottom hook for security
- Fits belts up to 2.25” (58 mm) wide

**085**
- Provides (4) 12-gauge shells
- All shells can be grasped and employed at once
- Available on an ELS 34 Locking Fork, 744BL Belt Clip, ELS 34/ELS 35 Locking Fork and Plate combo, or plain for direct leg shroud mounting
- Model 085 has a one piece back tensioner allowing shells to remain in place even when some are removed
- Fits 2.75” shells only

**086**
- Holds (2), (4), (6) or (8) 12-gauge shotgun shells
- Unique retaining plate keeps the shotgun shells from dislodging, and are quickly removed a few at a time or all at once
- Sturdy aluminum back plate allows for ride height and cant adjustments
- Available with ELS 34 Locking Fork or 745BL Belt Clip

SHOTGUN SPEEDLOADER HOLDER

**6005-12**
- Designed to be worn on the thigh
- Provides quick access to up to 5 shotgun speedloaders
- Cup and retention clip system keeps loaders stable, even while running
- Include ELS 34 Locking Fork on a leg strap to work in conjunction with 032 ELS Competition Belt or can be used with standard belts

HARDWARE KIT
- Kit provides the necessary materials: screws, rollers, washers, T-nuts, hook and Allen wrench to service Safariland holsters
SAFARILAND® HAT
TS-9250/9255
- Adjustable size fits all
- Low-profile design
- Embroidered logo on front and Safariland on back
- Available in Black (9250) and Tan (9255)

SAFARILAND® LONG-SLEEVE PERFORMANCE T-SHIRT
TS-2900
- Team Safariland competition long-sleeved shirt
- Moisture-wicking fabric helps keep the wearer cool in hot environments and warm in cold ones
- Black with silk-screened Safariland logo on front, back, and forearms
- Available in sizes S-XXL

SAFARILAND® PERFORMANCE T-SHIRT
TS-3200
- Moisture-wicking fabric helps keep the wearer cool in hot environments and warm in cold ones
- Black or Grey with silk-screened Safariland logo on upper front chest and upper back
- Available in sizes S-XXL

SAFARILAND® MEN’S PERFORMANCE POLO SHIRT
TS-6600
- Moisture-wicking fabric helps keep the wearer cool in hot environments and warm in cold ones
- Black with embroidered Safariland logo on upper left chest
- Available in sizes S-XXL

COFFEE TUMBLER
SAF-CUP-2
- 16 oz. stainless tumbler with black matte finish
- Safariland logo printed in red and liquid gold on one side

COFFEE MUG
935/SAF-CUP-MUG
- Bianchi is gloss with metallic logo; 14-oz. capacity
- Safariland is matte; 17-oz. capacity

BIANCHI®/SAFARILAND® COASTERS
930/930S
- Vegetable tanned full grain premium leather
- Suede lined with border stitching
- Set of six in leather holder
- Embossed with brand logo

DECAL
BIA DECAL / SAF DECAL
- Bianchi - 9.25” x 4.75”; adhesive on back
- Safariland - 6” x 6”; adhesive on back
- Safariland - 3” x 3”; adhesive on back (not shown)
FIREARMS ACCESSORIES

For decades these legacy brands have made up the most honored names in the firearms accessories marketplace with products ranging from premium cleaning accessories and maintenance equipment to chemicals, and scope mounts. KleenBore®, Break Free® and the Rogers™ brand have been proud suppliers of products for our military, law enforcement, and hunting and shooting enthusiasts.

For 45 years the Break-Free brand has been synonymous with advanced gun cleaning solutions. Its CLP® Cleaner, Lubricant and Protective Solution was originally designed in response to what at the time was seen as a nearly impossible specification (PD-48) from the United States Military. Since that time this gun cleaning solution and its related products have become essential tools for firearms maintenance the world over.
CLP® - CLEANER LUBRICANT PROTECTANT

- Originally developed for the U.S. Military and proven in the world’s most extreme conditions
- Break Free® CLP® is the gold standard formula for the ONE STEP lubricating and protectant firearm solution
- More than a superior lubricant, CLP actually cleans firing residue and other contaminants from the bore, moving parts and exterior of firearms while simultaneously reducing friction and protecting from corrosion

PART NO.  DESCRIPTION
CLP-4  4 Fl. Oz. (118 ml) Squeeze Bottle
CLP-5  1 Pint (473 ml) Trigger Sprayer
CLP-7  CLP 1 U.S. Gal. (3.785 L) Gallon Jug
CLP-16 CLP .068 Oz. (20 ml) Squeeze Bottle
CLP-20 CLP 2 Fl. Oz. (60 ml)
CLP-2  CLP 4 Oz. (113.4 G) Aerosol
CLP-12 CLP 12 Oz. (340 G) Aerosol

BRAND NEW LOOK! SAME PROVEN MIL-SPEC SOLUTION.
PERFORMANCE SYNTHETIC GUN OIL
- Originally developed for fully automatic cannons used by the U.S. military, Break Free® has taken this technology designed to keep weapons working under sustained fire and brought it to the consumer market.
- Contains specially formulated polymerized synthetic oils for improved boundary film strength, plus multiple ingredients to reduce friction, stop build-up of foreign particles and inhibit rust and corrosion.
- Safe for all gunmetal and gunmetal finishes from blued steel to titanium as well as polymer composite firearms. Also prevents galling on stainless steel.
- Non-solvent formula minimizes drain off when firearm is holstered.

LP-4 4 oz. squeeze bottle with extender tube
LP-5 1 pint bottle with trigger sprayer

COLLECTOR®

Developed to protect firearms for up to five years in storage, Collector® exceeds stringent military specifications. Recommended for the occasional hunter or sports shooter as well as knife and sword collectors. It’s ideal for seasonal sports equipment before placing in storage. In one test, Collector protected steel panels from rust and corrosion for over 1200 hours in 100% humidity.
- Does not degrade to waxy residue under heat or pressure.
- Resists damage from fingerprint residue and minimizes the need for frequent wipe down.
- Perfect for gun collectors, armories and museums.

CO-4  4 oz. squeeze bottle
BFI-CO-WW Wipes pack of 20
The Rogers™ line of shooting accessories and firearm cleaning equipment comes from Bill Rogers, a renowned firearms expert, firearms instructor and manufacturer of high-quality products for recreational and tactical shooters.

**ULTIMATE BORE SQUEEG-E™ KIT**

64339

- Patented Squeeg-e provides advanced cleaning without the use of patches
- Complete system includes everything needed to clean all firearms from a .22 pistol to a 12-gauge shotgun
CONSUMER WARNING:
Safariland® and Bianchi® holsters and duty gear products are designed to meet the demand for high-performance products for law enforcement and civilians. Fitted and used properly, a holster is a valuable aid in carrying a firearm. Because holsters are used to carry firearms, however, any person purchasing or using a Safariland or Bianchi holster should read and understand the following warning and all instructions included with his or her holster, as well as be thoroughly familiar with the proper and safe use of his or her firearm in the circumstances in which he or she is using it. Close tolerances for holster/handgun fit require consistent handgun specifications and characteristics as well as extremely precise holster design. Safariland produces its products in this manner of quality materials with efficiency and safety in mind. Although these warnings may not pertain to all Safariland products, or all circumstances, they should be read prior to the purchase, sale or use of any Safariland or Bianchi product. Some products have special and/or supplemental instructions and/or safety information that must be read prior to their use. Call The Safariland Group at 800.347.1200 for copies of these materials.

TRAINING AND PRACTICE
Use of a handgun under any circumstance may be dangerous. SERIOUS INJURY OR EVEN DEATH may result without proper training in the safe handling of firearms. Proper training should be obtained from an accredited firearms safety program conducted by competent, qualified instructors in the military, police academies or National Rifle Association-affiliated instruction programs. A firearm should not be carried or used without a thorough knowledge of its characteristics and safe use in the circumstances in which it is intended to be used. It is also the user’s responsibility to be certain that his or her firearm is in proper, safe operating condition.

We strongly recommend a regular holster practice regime be utilized to ensure the continued capabilities of both the Safariland product and its user. The Safariland Training Group has many shooting courses available. Visit www.safariland.com/training for more information. Should you have any questions concerning your Safariland or Bianchi products, call The Safariland Group at 800.347.1200.

PROPER HOLSTER FIT
NEVER PLACE A LOADED HANDGUN IN A HOLSTER WITHOUT FIRST TESTING FOR PROPER FIT WITH THE HANDGUN UNLOADED. Although Safariland attempts to provide accurate information regarding which specific holster models were designed to accommodate a specifically identified handgun, or handguns, Safariland does not warrant the accuracy of such information and specifically disclaims any responsibility or liability for, or consequences resulting from, errors or inaccuracies in such information. Users are advised not to rely on such compatibility information but are advised to personally verify holster/handgun compatibility in each and every case using actual products.

Handgun manufacturers continually update manufacturing specifications in their quest for better products. These changes may occur one or more times within a particular handgun model year, and make it difficult for proper handgun identification and holster fit.

The slightest change in handgun design can have a major safety effect on the close tolerance of Safariland and Bianchi products. These changes may not affect other holster brands that do not maintain The Safariland Group’s high standards.

If the user has any questions or doubt concerning holster fit, contact The Safariland Group immediately as to which version of a particular handgun you and/or your customer may possess and its compatibility with Safariland or Bianchi holsters.

Be advised that it is the user’s responsibility to periodically check his or her holster and related hardware for proper fit and function. Should any product, including a Safariland or Bianchi product, become worn, loose, broken, defective or ill-fitting, CEASE USE IMMEDIATELY.

OTHER VERY IMPORTANT WARNINGS
DO NOT use Safariland or Bianchi holsters with custom or modified guns or broken, worn or inferior manufactured guns, including guns that are not of original factory specifications. DO NOT use after-market grips not manufactured by Safariland, grip adapters, target hammers, target triggers or trigger shoes. After-market handgun modifications may cause improper holster fit and ACCIDENTAL HANDGUN DISCHARGE. Never attempt to modify Safariland or Bianchi products in any way.

Do not attempt to cock a handgun while holstered, as such cocking can cause severe damage to either the handgun or holster, or both, and may cause an ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.

Some users of certain handgun models insist on carrying the weapon in what is referred to as a cocked and locked condition (i.e., the gun is cocked with the safety engaged). Safariland does not recommend or approve of any such practice, and advises against it. This condition for such handguns should be reserved only for the most advanced, experienced and skilled professional shooters under conditions that require the handgun to be drawn and fired under extremely short time constraints. Carrying a handgun in this condition INCREASES THE RISK OF ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE. It should only be used by those who have the training and experience to recognize the inherent risks associated with it.

It should be noted that NO HOLSTER IS COMPLETELY SNATCH-PROOF OR TAKEAWAY-PROOF. Therefore, the user must exercise extreme diligence at all times in any situation where another person may attempt to take the user’s handgun. The handgun should be held in place by the user whenever vigorous activity, such as running, jumping, falling or tumbling, is encountered or attempted. ALWAYS keep safety straps snapped if the holster is so equipped.

Keep thumb on back of hammer or slide when inserting handgun in holster to help ensure no movement occurs during insertion. Always keep fingers clear of trigger when drawing or replacing handgun in holster. Place index finger on outside of trigger guard to avoid inadvertent strap or foreign object interference when reholstering.

KEY SYMBOLS
Below is a list of commonly used symbols throughout this catalog.

Some products that we carry may not be shipped by air due to government regulations and restrictions

Our newest and latest products
TO ENSURE YOUR SATISFACTION
Your product is carefully crafted from the finest materials. For product longevity and your own safety, here are some commonsense guidelines:

Inspecting Your Product
Thoroughly read the safety information in this catalog and other information included with your purchase.

Make sure your handgun fits properly, safely and to your satisfaction.

Visually inspect your handgun for any defects in material or workmanship.

Check the retainer strap, spring or other retaining device and be certain that your handgun is properly and safely secured for your application.

Visually inspect all stitchings, snaps, springs, clips and rivets for looseness, breakage or other damage.

Pay special attention to points of strain and critical points, such as belt loops, welts, retainer straps, springs or other retaining devices.

Look for any sign that leather or other materials have become dry or brittle.

Should your holster or other product become worn, loose, defective or ill-fitting, cease use immediately.

CARE AND STORAGE

LEATHER

Storage
Store your leather product in a cool, dry place. High humidity can cause mildew, while dry heat and direct sunlight can cause drying and cracking. If you leave your handgun in the holster or other product, check it daily for moisture, condensation or corrosion. Changing atmospheric conditions, heavy perspiration and other factors could create such conditions.

Care
Treat the interior of your holster with spray silicone to help protect against excess moisture. Spray silicone also speeds the draw by reducing friction.

If your product becomes water-soaked, reshape it as best you can and allow it to air-dry at room temperature. Do not use a hot oven – it will shrink, harden and crack the leather.

Because Bianchi leather is hand finished with our special leather dressing, should your leather product become dry or scratched, you can treat the exterior with a commercial leather dressing that does not contain lacquer. (Be careful when using Neat’s foot oil; large amounts will soften the leather.)

Brass cartridges or other brass hardware when stored with leather will acquire a greenish residue called “verdigris.” It is a natural product of a chemical reaction between brass and vegetable tanned leather, and it wipes off. (Using nickel-plated cartridges in belt loops will avoid this condition.)

SAFARILAMINATE™

Storage
These products have been field-proven to withstand a wide variety of environmental conditions. These products should be stored in a cool, dry environment when not in use. We do not recommend storing these products in a vehicle trunk or other areas where extreme heat can exceed the outside environment.

Never store your SafariLaminate products near a heat source that emits high temperatures (200°F), which can deform or destroy the polymer from which many SafariLaminate products are manufactured. If you have accidentally exposed your equipment to a heat source you should immediately remove it from the area, allow it to cool to room temperature and then operate it to ensure correct function.

Cleaning
These products are best cleaned with a solution of warm, soapy water and a soft brush. A toothbrush and dish soap work well. If decontamination is required, an antibacterial soap or 10% solution of household chlorine bleach may be used. After cleaning, simply rinse off with fresh water and let air-dry. Be sure the product is completely dry inside and out prior to use.

When these products are exposed to salt spray or immersed in salt water, it is important to thoroughly rinse them in warm water as soon as possible. Never use solvents such as acetone to clean any products, as this could result in damage to the product.

HOW TO MEASURE BARREL LENGTH
Before you order a holster, please be sure you have the correct barrel measurement for your handgun. This measurement is very easy to do, and it will ensure that you get the holster that’s exactly right for your gun.

Semiautomatics – Measure barrel length from the rear portion of the ejection port to the muzzle.

Revolvers – Measure barrel length from the face of the cylinder to the muzzle.

BELT SIZING FOR A PERFECT FIT
Belts are sized from the middle of the belt to the buckle tongue. To be certain of your correct size, use a tape measure.

Dress belts are sized to your exact waist measurement.